described a method for inferring trees from polymorphic character data that searches for trees that minimize the total amount of allelic frequency change as measured by the Manhattan metric. We provided three primary arguments for choosing our method over other parsimony methods proposed for polymorphic data: (1) it accommodates polymorphism without resorting to coding strategies that permit the existence of impossible conditions (e.g., ancestral loci for which all allele frequencies are zero); (2) it reduces the impact of sampling error (e.g., the failure to detect rare alleles in some populations or taxa; see also Rannala, 1995) ; and (3) it makes use of potentially useful frequency information that is lost in presence / absence coding strategies. Despite its theoretical advantages, our method has not been widely used because of its computational intensity and the inadequacy of the tree-searching algorithm used in the only existing implementation (FREQ-PARS; Swofford and Berlocher, 1987) . Here, we propose a modification of the original method that overcomes these limitations by using an approximation to the original optimality criterion.
In our original paper, we suggested that the MANAD (Manhattan distance, additivity requirement) criterion be used to select optimal trees. Tree length is defined as the sum of the branch lengths (edges), where each branch length is measured by a Manhattan distance. For a single branch bounded by nodes A and B and a single locus ;', this distance D is defined as
where p^-and p^aie the frequencies of the zth allele at nodes A and B, respectively (nodes may either be terminal nodes representing terminal taxa or internal nodes representing hypothetical ancestors), and K is the total number of alleles. Obtaining a most-parsimonious reconstruction (MPR; Swofford and Maddison, 1987) under MANAD for a tree T requires finding the set of ancestral allele frequency arrays for all loci that minimize the length L of the tree. Thus,
= 2
(2) must be minimized, where summation is over the M branches of the tree and N loci studied. The only constraint on the allele frequency arrays reconstructed for hypothetical ancestors is that the allele frequencies sum to 1 for each locus (the additivity requirement). We described a solution to the problem of finding optimal reconstructions using the mathematical technique of linear programming, which can be extremely computationally intensive for data sets of even moderate size.
In our earlier paper, we also defined a related criterion termed MANOB (Manhattan distance, o&served allele frequency arrays). The MANOB criterion shares with MANAD the use of the Manhattan metric and the requirement for additivity to 1 but adds the additional constraint that allele frequency arrays assigned to hypothetical ancestral taxa must be chosen from the set of allele frequency arrays actually observed in the terminal taxa. The distinction between the MANAD and MANOB criteria was illustrated with a hypothetical example by Swofford and Berlocher (1987: figs. 1-3) .
In analysis of two real allozyme data sets, the same tree allowed minimal tree lengths under both MANAD and MANOB criteria, although the tree lengths were, as expected, not necessarily the same. In light of these results, Swofford and Berlocher (1987:304-305) stated "This suggests that MANOB optimization could be useful as a method for approximating a solution under the MANAD criterion if a more efficient algorithm than the 'brute-force' method used herein could be found" (the brute-force method involved exhaustive assignments of all possible terminal node arrays to all internal nodes).
The more efficient algorithm that Swofford and Berlocher (1987) sought can be implemented using Sankoff optimization or generalized parsimony (Sankoff and Rousseau, 1975; Maddison and Maddison, 1992; Swofford and Maddison, 1992; Swofford et al., 1996) . The new method involves calculating, for each polymorphic locus, a matrix of Manhattan distances between all pairs of taxa. This single-locus genetic distance matrix can then be used as a locus (=character) step matrix for general parsimony analysis using PAUP 3.1.1 and subsequent versions (Swofford, 1993 (Swofford, , 1996 or MacClade . The brute-force and step-matrix approaches to optimization under the MAN-OB criterion yield identical results. Our method is superficially similar to that of Mabee and Humphries (1993; see also Mardulyn and Pasteels, 1994) but differs in the use of frequency coding instead of presence /absence coding and in finding solutions that are optimal under our previously defined MANOB criterion. Wiens (1995) used a procedure (suggested by D. M. Hillis) that is either similar or identical to the method described herein but without reference to its relationship to our MANOB criterion.
To evaluate how well the new method approximates MANAD trees determined with FREQPARS, we evaluated three allozyme data sets. Intuitively, the amount of variation should be expected to affect how closely MANOB approximates MANAD. We therefore chose three allozyme data sets with widely differing levels of variation (variability statistics in Fig. 1 ). Data set 1 (also analyzed by Swofford and Berlocher, 1987) consists of data on 38 loci for a total of seven populations (in three species) of the catostomid fish genus Hypentelium (Buth, 1980) . Data set 2 consists of data on 19 loci for eight species of birds of the genus Manacus (R. Brumfield, unpubl). The third data set consists of data on 29 loci for seven species of Rhagoletis fruit flies (five in the pomonella species group and two outgroups; Berlocher et al., 1993) . For each of the three data sets, the shortest possible MANAD tree was found using FREQ-PARS, and the shortest MANOB trees were found using PAUP* (Swofford, 1996) , in all cases by exhaustive search of all possible trees.
The results are shown in the scatterplots of Figure 1 , in which tree lengths under the MANOB criterion are plotted against tree lengths under the MANAD criterion for all trees. Four conclusions are apparent. First, for all three data sets the MANOB and MANAD tree lengths are very highly correlated; in general, MANOB trees are good approximations of MANAD trees.
Second, shortest trees are often the same under both criteria. In all three of our examples, the shortest trees found under MANOB are topologically identical to at least one of the shortest trees found under MANAD. For Hypentelium, tree lengths under MANOB and MANAD were identical for all trees, although three trees were tied for shortest length. For the Manacus data, three trees tied for shortest MANAD length at 70.334; these trees were also the three shortest under MANOB, with the shortest of them at the minimal MANAD length of 70.334 and the other two slightly longer at 71.334. For the Rhagoletis data, the single shortest MANAD tree was of length 111.984, whereas under MANOB the same MANAD length FIGURE 1. Correlation of full set of tree lengths under MANAD and MANOB for three allozyme data sets. All variability Statistics averaged over all taxa: H = Hardy-Weinberg expected mean heterozygosity; A = mean number alleles; P = percent polymorphic loci, (a) Seven populations in three species of the catostomid fish genus Hypentelium, 38 loci (Buth, 1980) . (b) Eight species of birds of the genus Manacus, 19 loci (R. Brumfield, unpubl.). (c) Five species of the fruit fly Rhagoletis pomonella species complex plus two outgroup Rhagoletis species, 29 loci (Berlocher et al v 1993). tree was also shortest but with the slightly longer length of 112.984.
Third, the amount of intraspecific variation clearly affects the degree to which MANOB approximates MANAD. In the Hypentelium case, where the level of intraspecific variation was very low, MANOB and MANAD trees were all identical. In the Manacus data, where the level of intraspecific variation is higher, some of the trees were of identical length under both MANOB and MANAD, whereas for other trees the length under MANOB was longer than the length under MANAD; the overall effect is to shift a large proportion of the points above the 1:1 line. In Rhagoletis, in which the level of intraspecific variation is very high, all points lie above the 1:1 line.
Fourth, as the amount of variation increases, the number of unique tree lengths increases. In Hypentelium, 12% (114 of 945 trees) are of unique MANAD length, whereas in Rhagoletis 96% (910 of 945 trees) are of unique length. Users of our method should not be misled by this last conclusion into thinking that finding only one shortest tree means that the tree is well supported; it means only that, given the infinite number of possible frequency states, ties in tree lengths are less likely than with conventional data, in which character states differ by integer values.
These results indicate that for data sets with low levels of variation, MANOB implemented with PAUP step matrices will often find the same tree and tree length as does MANAD implemented by FREQ-PARS. For data sets with more variation, MANOB may often choose the tree that is shortest under both criteria, even if the MANOB length is not minimal under MANAD. However, in all cases, even in data sets with large amounts of variation, the set of shortest trees found under MANOB will include the shortest tree(s) under MANAD, if the set is large enough. Thus, an effective search strategy for finding the shortest MANAD tree is to search under MANOB with PAUP to find a set of shortest trees and then use FREQPARS to evaluate this set of trees. Had we applied VOL. 46 this strategy to the data sets in Figure 1 , the largest set of MANOB trees we would have had to save would have been only three (for both Hypentelium and Manacus). However, to minimize the possibility of excluding a tree that would have been minimal under MANAD, a larger number of trees should be saved, especially when dealing with larger numbers of taxa.
The new method can be easily implemented with PAUP* (Swofford, 1996) by using the "Import File" command of PAUP* to convert FREQPARS to PAUP files, with step matrices calculated and formatted automatically. The use of MacClade , which uses a file format in common with PAUP*, may also facilitate comparison of selected trees. BIOSYS-1 (Swofford and Selander, 1981) files may be easily converted to PAUP files by first using BIO2FREQ (a utility provided with FREQPARS) to convert BIOSYS to FREQPARS files and then using PAUP* for conversion to PAUP format. In versions 3.1.1 and earlier of PAUP, Manhattan distances must be converted to integers in the step matrices by multiplying by an appropriate constant (e.g., threeplace distances should be multiplied by 1,000). In some cases, rounding errors may generate triangle inequality warnings from PAUP that can be ignored (assuming that the data are otherwise correct).
Our experience with PAUP 3.1.1 (Swofford, 1993) and PAUP* (Swofford, 1996) is that determination of an MPR for a given tree, even with step matrices, is vastly faster than MANAD fitting under FREQ-PARS. For example, exhaustive search of the Rhagoletis pomonella group data under MANAD using FREQPARS (Berlocher et al., 1993 ) required approximately 14.5 hr on a 25-MHz 80386 Dell computer, whereas exhaustive search under MANOB using PAUP 3.1.1 required 6.53 s on a 25-MHz 60040 Macintosh. Even given the difficulty of comparing results on two different types of computers, this is a dramatic decrease in computing time. Moreover, PAUP permits very rapid and efficient heuristic searches, so that the MANOB procedure described here is feasible for large electrophoretic data sets. The ability of MacClade 3.0 to utilize step matrices permits much more convenient and rapid exploration of alternative trees than is possible using FREQPARS. Our approach permits rapid and convenient parsimony analysis of electrophoretic and other polymorphic data.
